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It is very important for a economic region to optimize it’s industrial structure 
continuously. The government has very important ability on this process, and should 
turn the strength into self power for the transform of industrial structure. 
 As the origin place of Xiamen special economic zone, Huli industrial estate 
act a very important character in economic increasing of Xiamen. But now, after 30 
years of the reform and opening-up policy, the economic development of Huli 
industrial estate has being inadequate to the economic situation. So, it is urgent to 
exchange the industrial structure of Huli industrial estate. This appearance is  
general in most old industrial estate of other cities, to find a right way for them is 
very important for the development of our country.  
The whole article is divided into six parts: 
In chapter one the article expounds the theories of the exchange of region 
industrial estate. First, describes the characteristic of the industrial contest among 
districts. Then analyses the superiority of industry assemble. Following, analyses the 
different effects of marketing behaviors and government behaviors in industrial 
structure exchanges. 
Chapter two analyzes the current situation of Huli industrial estate. The main 
industrial structure of Huli industrial estate is electronic industry and mechanical 
industry. The development of the industries is not balance, it is hard to adequate 
development of the economic situation. So it is urgent to exchange the industrial 
structure of Huli industrial estate. 
Chapter three analyzes the advantage and the inferiority of the exchange of 
region industrial estate. The advantages include the communications advantage, the 
radiate to the outback areas, the regional advantage to Taiwan district, act. The main 
inferiorities are that, it is difficult to change the agrarian purpose of the industry 















from city government. 
Chapter four analyzes the experience from other cities. Though the analysis of 
the transform models from ShenThen, Shanghai, Wuhan, Hangzhou, Qingdao, we 
acquire a lot of experience for Huli industrial estate. 
Chapter five expounds the principle to the exchanging for industrial structure of 
Huli industrial estate. Though the advisable disposal, the industries of Huli industrial 
estate can syncretize each other, the competitive power of Huli industrial estate can 
be reestablished. 
Chapter six expounds the design of the industrial structure to the Huli industrial 
estate. This chapter is the detailed describe for last chapter. The article justify that 
Huli industrial estate should develop as the centre of the service industry, the centre 
of the logistics industry, and the centre of conglomerate headquarters, should found 
the base of the High-teach venture, the base of the culture industry. 
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湖里工业区是厦门建立经济特区的发祥地。1979 年 11 月，中央决定在厦
门设立经济特区。 初的特区仅规划在厦门岛西北部禾山乡湖里大队的 2.5 平
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